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I. Background Information

• A worrying and structural situation of food and nutritional insecurity

• Existence of a specific national institutional framework: The 3N presidential initiative and a Nutrition Security National Policy (NSNP)

• Many national and international actors, related programs and donor activities

« National Information Platform for Nutrition » (NIPN)

Or

« Plateforme Nationale d’Information pour la Nutrition » (PNIN)
II- Beneficiaries and stakeholders

**HC3N**
Ensure the strategic management of the platform (leadership and coordination role)

**INS**
Ensure the technical execution of the project and ensure the production, centralization and dissemination of information

**Sectors (DS, DEP)**
Production, processing and dissemination of information, and programming and monitoring of sectorial policies

**Other actors & users**
State (political and decision-making actors), Civil Society, TFPs, NGOs, researchers, academics

**GSF (CAG)**
Ensure coherence and complementarity with other national and international initiatives. & learning across NIPN country platforms
VI. Role of NIPN Technical Committee

NSNP Strategic Exécutive Committee

NIPN Technical Group
(Multidisciplinary guidance and counselling group)

Communication and advocacy unit
Scientific Community

SUN, NTG, NIPN, Clusters, ....
V - Role of PNIN: Capacity Building & Data Quality

Data quality improvement’s objective

Bureau of Statistics DATABASE

- National surveys like:
  - Vulnerability
  - DHS & MICS
  - National budget & consumption
  - Population census

- Data cleaning & harmonization
- Database cleaning & harmonization

Sectors DATABASE

Program routine data:
- Education
- Nutrition
- Health
- WASH
- Agriculture
- Livestock

Centralized Data & database archiving & management
- National surveys
- Sectoral database (education, nutrition, health, WASH, ag...ect)

Treatment, production & accessibility

Database anonymization

Capacity strengthening’s objective

- Basic concept in nutrition
- Training on impact pathways & nutrition measurements
- Graduate education in health & nutrition economy
- Graduate education in international nutrition
- Training in communication & diffusion skills

- Advanced statistical training
- Analytical methods
- Training of data anonymization
- Data mining & decision-making analysis

- On-line data management training
- Network management
- Training on window server
- Server management & configuration
- Graduate education in information technology
V - Role of PNIN: information Sharing and visibility

PORTAIL DE LA PLATEFORME NATIONALE D'INFORMATION POUR LA NUTRITION AU NIGER

Indicateurs de Suivi/Evaluation du PDES, des Stratégies sectorielles, ODD et autres engagements internationaux...

FORUM  NUTRITION NIGER INFO  PUBLICATIONS  BASES DE DONNEES  TRAITEMENT/ANALYSE  SUITE PROJET

News (dernières informations)

Accès plate forme aux utilisateurs et décideurs

HC3N, INS, DS, DEP, Utilisateurs, Décideurs...

Plateforme collaborative réservée aux gestionnaires de programmes/projets

Bibliothèque des publications Nutrition sensible, définition indicateurs, cours, manuels, (relais du GEF au niveau du HC3N)

Mise en place de profils utilisateurs et droits d'accès
• Workshop with the NSNP contributing sectors;

• Analysis of Nutrition issues;

• Development of the *analytical framework* which will contain the priority questions of NIPN
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